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NOTES ON THE APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTIONS.
Ill.

THE TEXT

OF

CoD. VAT. rso6.

IN the first of the series of notes bearing the above title (J. T. S.
October 1914, p. 54) I criticized the text of Funk because of what
seemed to me his over-estimate of his codex a (Vat. gr: 839) and his
under-estimate of his codex d (Vat. gr. rso6). On that occasion I had
specially in view the variations in theological language, and I pressed
the conclusion that the author of the Constitutions was much more
definitely Arian than the printed texts might have led us to suppose.
In returning once more to the question of the true text of the
.Apostolic Constitutions, I propose to approach it from a different side,
and to examine a number of the more important non-theological
variants in the eighth book, where we have available for the most part
both an early Greek recension or epitome and four versions as well,
Latin, Syriac, Sahidic, and Ethiopic.
Funk made use of a large number of Greek MSS : but for my present
purpose I shall neglect altogether all that are later than the eleventh
century. Seven only remain; and of these his b (Vat. 2088) and
o (Bodl. Mise. 204) contain no part of the eighth book. Of the
remaining five, which alone concern us, his d is Vat. 15o6, the codex
whose claims to have preserved the true text I am trying to make good,
and his e (Vat. 2089) is a sister MS to d, unfortunately only available
for small portions of the book: his a, Vat. 839, may be said to be
nearly identical with his printed text : the other two are h (Jerusalem
nr 3), a poor witness, and f (Barberini nr 55, now in the Vatican) of
about the year 8oo, containing a text as good as it is ancient, but
extant only for chapters 4, 5, r6-27, and the last few Apostolic Canons
with the concluding doxology.
But besides the direct witness of these Greek manuscripts to the text
of the Aposto!z"c Constitutions, we have also the indirect witness of the
four ancient versions and of the Greek Ept"tome.
The so-called Epitome is a parallel text to the greater part of the
eighth book, 'lmitting chapters 3, 5 (part of} to 15, 29, 35-41-roughly
speaking, the prayers or liturgical part of the book-and the Apostolic
Canons. What exactly. is the true account to be given of its relation to
the full text of the Constitutions has been a matter of sharp dispute.
Its text of the prayer for the ordination of a bishop is undeniably simpler
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and more primitive than the text given in A. C. viii 5 : so much so that
one group of critics have seen in the Epitome a source, or at least a preliminary sketch by the compiler, of the eighth book. 1 Others have
· pointed out the difficulties in detail. which this interpretation of the data
involves, and have with no less certainty concluded that the Epitome
must be an excerpt frdm the completed text, and is therefore posterior
to the completion of the Cons#tutions. Both vie)Vs are up to a certain
point correct. It may now be taken as an acquired result that the
Epitome is, as a whole, a secondary and dependent text, posterior and
not prior to the Constitutions : but on the other hand it is no less clear
that for the bishop's ordination-prayer, and for one or two smaller
passages, the epitomator went back behind the Constitutions to their
source in the Church Order of Hippolytus. 2 How much later than the
Constitutions he should be placed we cannot say : but since not only
the Constitutions but the much earlier work of Hippolytus was at his
disposal, the probability is that his date is relatively ancient. 8
The fragment of the Latin version discovered by myself and the late
Dr Spagnolo in codex li of the Chapter Library at Verona has been
published partly in this JOURNAL, but more fully and with a revised text
in Ecclesiae Ocddentalis Monumenta Iuris Antiquissima I iii (1913)
pp. 32 a-hh: it commences near the beginning of the 41st chapter of
the eighth book, and goes straight on to the end of the Apostolic
Canons and final doxology, save for a lacuna extending from the middle
of the 47th to the middle of the 52nd canon. In age this fragment far
exceeds any other extant text in any language of the Constitutions, since
the manuscript in which it is preserved is of date not later than the end
of the sixth century ; and the value of the text appears to be fully
proportionate to its age.
The Syriac text is now generally accessible through the medium of
the French translation by the Abbe F. Nau La version syriaque de
l'Octateuque de Clement (Paris 1913). This Octateuch is a collection of
canonical material, not a single document, and is probably arranged in
eight books on the model of our Greek Apostolic Constitutions: but the
first two books consist of the Testamentum Donn"ni, the third of the socalled Apostolic Church Order, and it is only the last five books which
concern us. The fourth book corresponds to A. C. viii chapters 1 and
2: the fifth book represents A. C. viii 3-5, 16-26: the sixth contains
most of 4. C. viii 27-34, 42-46 : the seventh consists of some of the
1

I very tentatively adopted this view myself,]. T. S. xvi (July 1915) p. 545 n. 1.
See E. Schwartz Die pseudo-apostolischen Kirchenordnungen (1910) pp. 27, 31,
and Dom Connolly The So-called Egyptian Church Order and Derived Documents
(Texts and Studies viii 4: 1916) pp. 37-50.
s The· oldest manuscnpts that are known to contain the Epitome ire· of the
eleventh century.
2
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chapters of A. C. viii omitted in the preceding books: the eighth and
last gives the Apostolic Canons.
The colophon to book 2 of the Octateuch attributes the translation
from Greek into Syriac to Jacob (of Edessa) and to the year 687. So
far as books 4-8 are concerned, there can be I believe no doubt that
they are a direct version of the Greek text of the Constitutions.
The other Oriental versions distinguish themselves from the Syriac
(a) by not containing the Testamentum Dominz~ or rather by not containing that part of the Testamentum which is independent of the Church
Order of Hippolytus, (b) by not containing the material which the seventh
book of the Syriac Octateuch has taken from A. C. viii, (c) by being
numbered straight through as so many ' canons ' instead of being
divided into books. These versions have been translated into English
by Mr Homer in his invaluable work The Statutes of the Apostles or
Canones Ecclesiastici (1904): unfortunately he omitted to render into
English the Apostolic Canons-i. e. the matter corresponding to book 8
of the Syriac-and I am unable therefore to cite evidence from them
under this head. In the Sahidic text canons 63-78 contain those
chapters of A. C. viii which are contained in books 4, 5, and 6 of the
Syriac. Substantially the same matter is contained in canons 49-7 2
of the Ethiopic, but mixed and interpolated with material from extraneous sources. 1
It is likely enough that some of these versions are not ultimately
independent of one another, but their divergences in detail are sufficiently large to take their comn)on original, if they had one, back to
a date not very far removed from the date of the Constitutions. We
arrive by another route at the same result, if we bear in mind that all
these versions (like the Greek Epitome) are derived in other parts
directly from the Church Order of Hippolytus, and the original collection
of Canons or Statutes must therefore have been put together before the
Church Order went out of circulation-that is to say, hardly later than
the fifth or sixth century.
Thus the witnesses whom I propose to cite, the Greek Barberini
codex f, the Greek Epitome, the Latin version,<- the Syriac version, the
other Oriental versions (or at least the common original of these last),
are all older, most of them much older, than Funk's Greek MSS (other
than f): and where they agree, the strain; of Greek text which they
represent is almost certainly the original type. If, further, we remember
that most of our authorities contain parts only of the book, and not
always. the same parts, we shall find the amount of ag;eement between
these early authorities very remarkable indeed. And the text they
1

I leave the Arabic, as presumably posterior in date, out of account.
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represent in substantial variations is, with very rare exceptions, the text
ofVat. 1506.
Readings in A. C. Book viii (the reading of Funk's edition is given first
1.tlith the supporting authorities: then the reading of Vat. 1506, also with
the supporting authorities).
I. eh. 2 § 4 (Funk 468. 13) W!O 'Avav{a!; Kat -:i.ap.ala!> lv 'IEpouaa.>.~"'
Kat -:i.£8£K{a!> Kat 'Axa{a!> oi ~~~ Ba{3vA.wvt tf!w807rpocpfrrat.
lv 'IEpouaa.>.Tjl' with apparently all extant Greek MSS except d : lv
'lapa.~>. d, the Epitome, Syr. Sah. Eth. The reference for the judgement on false prophets is to Jeremiah xxxv (xxviii), xxxvi (xxix), and in
xxxvi 23 the variant readings lJ' 'Iupa~A. and lv 'hpovuo.A.~p. ('HjA. and
'IA.i]p.) recur, ~*A giving 'Iupa~A., ~ea. and Q giving '1£povuaA~p.. Both in
LXX and in A. C. the older group of authorities is strong for lv 'Iupa~A..
2. eh. 4 § 2 (Funk 472. 6) lv 1rautv tf.p.£p.7rTov, -li1ro 1raVTo!> Tov A.aov lKA£A£yp.lvov.
tf.p.£p.7rTov alone a with most Greek MSS : tf.p.£p.7rTov aptarov Si d,
ll.p.£p.7rTov tf.ptuTov 8t f, tf.p.£p.7rTov &.pt<TT1Jv8~ e, tf.p.£p.7rTOV i1pl,fFTOV Epit.,

'ce serait bien s'il etait' Syr. The evidence of Sah. and Eth. is more
doubtful: but as each of them has three adjectives corresponding to the
iv 1rautv tf.p.£f'11"Tov of Funk's text, it is probable that they read tf.pt<TTov
like the Epitome, and took it for a qualification of the bishop. It is
clear that in some form tf.ptuTov 8£, &.pt<TTov8~, or something like them,
is original: probably it was omitted as unintelligible in the later Greek
MSS, for in e and f we already see that the process of depravation of the
text has got so far as to produce what is nonsense as it stands tf.pt<TTov Sr.,
&.pt<TT1Jv8~. What exactly the original reading was is not clear : but the
choice seems to lie between ( 1) &.ptuT[v811v ' chosen for his merit ',t
a word perhaps rare enough to have led to corruption of the text, and
(2) tf.pt<TTov 8£ 'if possible, unanimously elected'. Perhaps the former
alternative is supported by vi 23. 5 Tov!> &p{UTov!> £1!1 i£pwuliv1Jv
7rpoxnp£C£u8at.

3· eh. 5 § 3 (Funk 474· 13) 8td. Twv uwv &1roUToAwv Kftt ~p.Wv TwV
xaptTt ufj 7rap£UTWTWV l'lftUK07rWV.
~p.wv

alone, apparently all extant Greek MSS but d:

~p.wv 8t8a.aKd-

>.wv d with Syr., p. 93, 'par tes apotres et nos docteurs' (the prayer is

absent from Epit. Sah. Etl1., and f is defective, owing apparently to an
accidental loss, for the first part of it). Without knowing the reading
of the Syriac I had on internal grounds defended the reading of d
(J. T. S. xvi [Oct. 1914] p. 57). For the collocation of uwv and ~p.wv,
both applied to the same persons-' those who were Thy apostles and
,

1

Cf. Aristotle Politics ii

alp•i'O'_IIru

TOOl

I I,

8

ou p.6vov dptO'TLV~7JV d.\lo.d JCa!

apxovTat.

7TAOVTIV~7JV ofovTat 3•iv

.
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our teachers'--'-cf. viii I2 § 7 (498. 4) ilpxL£pla u6v, {3auLAEa
Kat K-6pwv
1Cat:rYJ> vo1Jrfj> Kat alu01JT~> cpvu£ws, and the d-text of viii I 2 § 27 (504. 26)
'I1Juovs 6 XpLuTo> 6 Kvpws Kat 0£o> YJp.wv, uov 8£ d.yy£A.os Kat Tijs 8vvap.£ws
dpXLUTparqyo<;.
.
.
4· eh. I6 § 3 (Funk 522. 4) KvpL£ 7ravToKpaTop o 8eos .ryp.wv.
6 8eos .ryp.wv a and all MSS save d f: 6 fJa.aL).eus -t,p.wv d f with
Epitome and Syr. (p. 95 'notre roi '). This prayer also is absent from
Sah. and Eth. Either reading is in itself satisfactory : but the weight
of the ancient evidence is all on the side of d.
5· eh. 22 § 3 (Funk 526~ 14) TOV ilpLOp.ov TIOV tKAEKTWV uov 8LacpvM.uuwv.
Twv £KA£KTwv uov without addition a and all MSS save d f: Twv
£i<A£KTWV uov iv OAt:~ T'ii K6ap.t:~ d f Syr. ('le. nombre de tes elus par tout le
monde' p. 97). From the prayer at the laying on of hands on a reader,
which is absent from Epit. Sah. and Eth. Probably a case of accidental
omission-perhaps of a complete line of 12 letters-in the ancestry of
the main group of MSS.
·, 6. eh. 27 § I (Funk 530. r) "2,{p.wv 8£ o Ka.vavLT'J'>·
6 KavavCT')s a and all MSS save d f: 6 Kavava'Los d f Epit. Syr.
(' Si mon le Cananeen' p. 99 ), and so the quotation in Severus of
Antioch (E. W. Brooks Select Letters of Severus pp. 2 I r, 2 13).1 The.
evidence for Kavaval:os here seems overwhelming, and the fact that
KavavtT1)> stands without variant in Funk's apparatus in the list of the
Apostles in A. C. vi I4 § I (Funk 335· 11), though if the issue here
were in itself obscure it might be decisive, cannot as things are weigh
down the balance.
The title of the apostle Simon is derived of course from Matt. x 4 =
Mark iii I8. In both cases Kavaval:os appears to be beyond question
the true reading (Mt. BC D L I 33 Old Latin against NE etc.: Mk.
N BC D LA 33 Old Latin against A etc.), and is borne out by the
parallel text of St Luke vi I 5 ·Tov KaA.ovp.Evov Z1JA.wn}v, since Kavaval:os is
a transliteration of the Hebrew word of which '1JAWT~> is a translation.
7· eh. 30 § 2 (Funk 532· 2I) ai yap a7rapxat TWV i£plwv dutv Kat TWV
. ahol:<; N;v7r1)p£Tovp.£vwv 8w.K6vwv.
8LaK6~wv a and all Funk's MSS except d (f i~ not available here, or
iri any of the readings that follow) : om. d with the Epitome and all
three versions, Syr. (' les premices sont pour les pretres et pour ceux qui
les servent' p. Ioo) Sah. (Homer, p. 349 'to the priests alone and those
who do service [hyp.] for them') and Eth. (ib. p. 205 'for the priests
and their ministers). The context shews I think that the Jewish
1 Severus is quoting A. C. viii 27 'the canon that is given out as having been
enacted by Simon the Cananaean '. He holds strongly to the principle that later
enactments repeal earlier ones, and therefore the canon of Nicaea supersedes the
canon of Simon. But it looks as if lite did not really admit the apostolic authority
of the Constitutions.
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priests are here intended, and therefore 8taK6vwv IS . not really in
place.
.8. eh. 33 § 2 (Funk 538. I 2) CTXOAa,€rwCTav ~V ri1 EKKA'IJCTLq..
£v a ·etc. Syr. (' ils seront assidus dans l'eglise' p. ror) : om. de
Epit. Sah. (Horrier, p. 353 'let them devote themselves to the church')
·Eth. (ib. p. 210 'they shall have an opportunity for [going to J church');
9· eh. 41 § 4 (Funk 550· 2I) TO A.oytKOV Toiho '~ov TOY avBpW7rOV:
ToiiTo .a and apparently all Funk's MSS except d: om. d Lat-Ver.
~ rationabile animal hominem' and the editio princeps of Turrianus.
The Oriental versions all omit this prayer.
. 10. eh. 42 § I (Funk 552. 19) £v lf!aAp..ols Kal avayvwap.aow Kat
<

7rpoCTwxa'i<;;.
Kal avayvwap.aa~v a etc. : om. de Epit. Lat-Ver. 'in psalmis et

oratione ', Syr. (' avec des chants et des prieres' p. ro3) Sah. (Homer,
p. 355 'with psalms [psalmosJ and prayers') Eth. (ib. p. 215 'with
psalms and prayers ').
11. eh. 42 § 3 (Funk 552. 19-22) £mr£A£LCT0w Tpt'Ta Twv K£Kotp..'l}p..€vwv
••• Kat EVaTa • • • Kat naaapaKOO'TU.
TeaaapaKoaTu a etc. Epit-codd: Tp~aKoO'Tu e Epit-codd Lat-Ver. Syr.

('la trentaine' .p. 103) Sah. (Homer, p. 356 'their month') Eth. (ib.
p. 2 r 6 ' the completion of a month'). The evidence of d, if Funk's
silence may be trusted, goes on this occasion with a: but its sister MS e
retains what I cannot doubt to be the original reading. As the author
of the Constitutions appeals here to the 'ancient type ' of the mourning
of the people for Moses, which according to Deut. xxxiv 8 was 30 days
and not 40, internal and external evidence combine to recommend the
reading rptaKoCTTti. On the two periods, go and 40, see Pere H. Dele~
haye Les origines du culte des martyrs pp. 38-40 : he cites the Acts of
John for the third day, and on the other side the funeral oration
of St Ambrose over the Emperor Theodosius pronounced 40 days
after his death. As St Ambrose rather. definitely implies 1 that the
observation of the third and thirtieth days ~ent together, and alternatively
that of the seventh and fortieth, that is a further reason for preferring
'thirtieth ' in the present passage. Taken with the evidence of the verse
in Deuteronomy, it closes the question.2
1
·
de dbo'tu Theodosii § 3 'alii tertium diem et trigesimum, alii septimum et quadragesiD!UI}l, t;>bse~are consueverunt '.
2
Inc,_xxi of the Lausiac- History we are told the story of a certain Christian
scholasticus Eulogius and of a mutilated cripple to whom he ministered in the desert;
They died -Within a few days of one. another, and the narrator of the story, Cronius;
arrived at tbe. lllon~tecy 'at the. moment when the TEU<Hpa.!<OUTa of the one, and
the TptTa. of .thF oth~~r, W.ere being celebr~:~ted '. So Abbot Butler prints the te~t;
flistoria La.11$,iaq4 .it6S. 15: but in his note, p. 20:>, he points out t\lat the evidence
of the Greek MSS of the Hi~ton'a is in favour of Tptat<oUTa. I should not venture
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12. eh. 46 § 13 (Funk 560. 27) l.yw 'lc£Kwj3o§ Kat l.yw K}.1}p.1)§·
'lciKwj30§ •.• K}.1}p.1)§ a and one other MS with one MS of Epit. :
tr. K}.1)p.1)§ .•• 'lciKwj3o§ de Epit. (all MSS save one), Lat-Ver. Syr.
('moi Clement et moi Jacques' p. 107) Sah. (Homer, p. 362 'I Klemes
and Jakobos ') Eth. (ib. p. 221 'Klementos and Ya'ekob '). In A. C.
Yiii 10 § 7 James is named before Clement: but the external evidence

for naming Clement first in the present passage is unusually strong.
13. eh. 46 § 17 (Funk 562. 20) <t>O,t=ov TOv 8taKovov ~p.wv.
~p.wv a etc. Epit-cod: om. d Epit. (all MSS save one) Lat-Ver., Syr.
p. 107, Sah. p. 363, Eth. p. 222. As in the last case a parallel reading
elsewhere in A. C. (vi 7 § 2 'I>{A.t=os o uvva1r6UToA.os -l]p.wv) goes to
support the reading of Funk : but again we have all the older authorities
without exception ranged against him.
14. eh. 46 § 17 (Funk 562. 25) M£AXLu£8£K Kat 'lwj3.
'lwj3 a and apparently all MSS saved: 'laKwj3 d Epit. Lat-Ver., Syr.
p. 107, Sah. p. 363, Eth. p. 222. Melchisedek and Job are named
together in ii 55 § 1 8ta M£AXLu£8£k Kat Taw 'lraTpw.pxwv Kat Tov B£ocptA.ovs
'Iw{J; and in vi 12 § 13 To'i's 1rp6 Tov v6p.ov cpvutKo'i's 'Evws 'Evwx Nw£
M£AXLu£8€K 'Iw{J, and next to one another in a long catalogue of 0. T.
worthies vii 39 § 3, viii 5 § 3, and compare also viii 12 § 23 o TOv

M£AXLU£8€K apxt£pla a77s AaTp£la> 7rpoxnptuap.£vos, TOV 'II'OAVTAav B£pa'II'OVTU
ITOV 'Iw{J VLK'r/T~V TOV apx£KUKOV ocp£w> ava8dta>. It is clear therefore that

the collocation of Melchisedek and Job was familiar to the author of
the Constitutions and would be familiar to attentive readers of his work.
But in none of the other instances of collocation is there anything
which even remotely suggests that Job had received a priesthood direct
from God-while in the last passage cited the priesthood of Melchisedek
was emphasized, so that it would have been natural to emphasize also
the priesthood of Job, if such a thing was really in the author's mind.
True, neither is a priesthood of J acob mentioned in terms : but on two
occasions it is noted that Jacob had seen Christ face to face and
received God's message from him, v 20 § 5, vii 33 § 5, and I think that
.here too the same must be the underlying idea.
If Jacob is right, then it is likely that the alternative reading 'Iw{J was
derived by an attentive reader and critic from the apparent parallels in
other parts of A. C. If so, a similar explanation will account for the
to say whether the evidence of these MSS, or the evidence of the Latin and Syriac
versions on the other side, should carry preponderant weight in establishing the
text of the Histona : but the editor was obviously relying in large part on the consideration that 'the Greek practice, ancient and modern, seems to have been to
4:ommemorate the departed on the fortieth day ', Since the only Greek witness
he cites earlier than the sixth century is the passage in Ap. Const,, it is the more
important to point out that the 'ancient Greek practice' ought now to be cited not
for ' fortieth ' but for ' thirtieth '.
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corruptions in nos: 12 and 13 supra-they are due to an early editor's
false assimilatiQn to other passages in the Constitutions.
After this point the Sahidic and Ethiopic versions fail us.
IS· Can. Apost. I (Funk s64. I) bduKo1ro~ rolvuv.
Tolvuv de, Lat-Ver. 'episcopus ergo', and John Scholasticus (on this
occasion Funk deserts the reading of a for the reading of d): om. a etc.
The Syriac is cited by Funk for rotvvv: but Nau's text p. 117 (' L'eveque
sera ordonne ') gives nothing to correspond. The reading is an important one, because it implies an organic connexion between the
Apostolic Canons and the eighth book of the Constitutz'ons-a connexion
which I have not the least doubt does really go back to the common
author of both.
I6. Can. Apost. I (Funk s64. I) XEtpoTovEla9w.
XEtpoTovEla9w a etc. J o. Schol.: XEtpoTovE~Tut de, Lat-Ver. 'ordinatur';
Syr. 'sera ordonne' (p. 11 7), but Nau adds in brackets xnporovE{uOw.
The imperative is supported by the parallel earlier in the book, xxvii 2
(Funk 530· 3) £7r{UK07r0~ il'Tro rptwv ~ Suo i7rt(TK07rWV xnpOTOVELuOw: the
indicative is supported by the sentences immediately preceding-which
as the particle TOLVVV shews are to be taken in close connexion-o11x
£avT~ Tt~ ap7ra,Et TO ~EpaTtKOV &.~{wp.a

dAAa ... A.ap.{3avEL KTA.
17· Can. Apost. 3 (Funk 564. Io) (A.awv El~ -rTjv A.vxvtav.
r~v A.vxvtav a etc. J o. Schol. : -rTjv d. y[uv A.vxvtav d e Syr. (' pour la

sainte lampe' p. 117 ). Lat-Ver. 'oleum speciosum candelarum ', where
I half suspect 'speciosum' to be a corruption of scarum = 'sanctarum'
(or' specie scarum' ?).
I8. Can. Apost. 64 (Funk 584. I) ua{3{3arov 'TrA~V TOV £vos fl-OIIOU
V'Y/UTEVWV.
1rA.~v rov £vo~ fl-clvou a and apparently all MSS save d, J o. Schol., Syr.
(' un seul samedi ', p. I25): 1rA.~v rov £vo~ d Lat-Ver. 'excepto uno', and
cf. Ps-Ign. ad Phi!. I3 uaf3{3arov V7JUTEVU 7rATJV £vo~ ua{3{3arov.
19· Can. Apost. 85 (Funk 590. I 2) Mwuiw~ "Trivn r£vEULli ·e~oSos

AEu"inKov 'Apt9fJ-ol l1EuTEpovofl-LOv.
rt!vEats ••• t.EuTEpovclfJ-tov a (and apparently all MSS save d) Jo. Schol.:

om. (so that Mwuiw~ 1rivrE stands alone, without the names of the
individual books) d Lat-Ver. Syr.
20. Can. Apost. 8S (Funk 590. I6) \jla~fl-ol tKurov 'lr~IIT~KovT«
(or pv').
\jlu).fl-ol pv' a etc. : 1/taA.r~pwv lv J o. Schol. : fJ[fJ).os ljtu).fl-(;"' pvu' d,
'codex psalmorum centum quinquaginta unus 'Lat-Ver., 'le livre des cent
cinquante et un psaumes' Syr. p. 128. The combination d Lat. Syr.
is decisive for {3tf3A.os: but it is not clear whether the right text is
'xso psalms one book' or 'book of I5I psalms'. It is certainly
possible that the Verona MS (or its archetype) read 'unius' not 'unus '.
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21. Can. Apost.

Ss

(Funk 590· I7) ::SoAOJLWVTO<; {3tf3Ma Tp(a. n«poLp.(a.L

'EKK>..'I)aLa.cn~s "~up.a. 4ap.chwv.

Tp(a. ••• 4ap.aTwv a etc., Jo. Schol.: 'll'lvTe. (with omission, as in the
cases of the books of Moses, of any .names) d Lat-Ver: Syr. One
cannot but suppose that the books of Solomon would be most naturally
ranked as five, by the inclusion of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus-according
to the a text the book of Wisdom is altogether excluded from the canon:
on the other band the book of Ecclesiasticus is separately mentioned
a line or two further on as a book used in the instruction of the young.

. I think it may be fairly claimed that the cumulative effect of these
various readings, in most of which d is certainly right against a, creates
a strong presumption in favour of revising the principle on whicl;l Funk
constructed his text. Funk's edition was an enormous improvement
upon Lagarde's: and further, so far as I can see, there. is not the
same amount of serious difference in books iii-vii of the Apostolic
ConstitUtions (d is not extant for the first two books) between the
readings of the two leading MSS. Nor should I at all assert that, even
apart from mere slips, d is always correct where it differs from a. But
if I have established my case, it follows at least that its evidence must
always be taken into definite account, even where it represents a tradition of the text unrepresented in any of the other MSS. If the variation
is one of theological language, the presumption in favour of d is still
stronger. I will close by citing one such instance from the earlier
books. In v 16. 2 (Funk 283. zo) the reading of a is Tov 1rpo 1ravTwv
alwvwv £~ avTov yEvv'fJfNvTa, viov p.ovoyEv~, that of a second group substitutes v'Tr' for £~ and YEVVWJLEVOV for "fEVV'fJOlvTa, the editor with yet
another MS gives YEYEVV'fJJLlvov. But d and its sister MS have the
shorter reading Tov 1rpo 'll'avTwv alwvwv viov p.ovoyEv~, and this is surely
right. On only two other occasions does even the printed text of
the Constitutions use yEvvU.uOat of the Divine generation, and in one
of them (vii 41. 5 [446. 3, 4 ]) the text is suspicious. And for the phrase
6 1rpo 1ravTwv alwvwv vio<; p.ovoy£v~<; we have an almost exact parallel in
viii r. ro (464. 3) o1rpo alwvwv p.ovoy£~<;.
c. H. TURNER.

